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The cytokine network of neuronal and glial inflammaging
Widespread psychiatric diseases lacking on-target treatments, the stigma of
psychiatric patients in the public and common implications of neurodegeneration in our
aging population.
We recognize that the patient as a primary victim has to pay a bitter toll facing a
neurodegenerative disease connected with the overall burden of an aging body. This
toll is shared by the patient’s family, which usually must come up for the costs of
commonly long-lasting treatments in special-care homes and by our society, which
faces a biblical challenge posed by the sum of sickness of a society which will be
constructed to one quarter of persons over 65 years by 2025 (1).
In the experiments I conducted in the context of my Master thesis I already had the
pleasure to work with reagents provided by ImmunoTools. This award gives us the
opportunity to widen the outreach of our project and, given the fact that external
funding connected to awards and travel grants facilitates further funding, could support
our ongoing career-setup as two future clinician scientists.
To improve our standing in the competitive scientific scene we recently enrolled in the
master course Molecular Medicine for highly motivated medical students, giving us the
opportunity to strive for our PhDs. We would like to use the award-associated
products, if granted, in the context of Mr. Helbing’s PhD and my MD which focus on
the aging nervous system.
We know from unpublished work that in aging nerves chronic inflammation occurs
which impairs nerve regeneration. This is a phenomenon well known from other
organs and is termed “Inflammaging”. Therefore, we would like to shed light on the
cytokine network in mouse models of old age between glia cells, neurons and the
immune system. We plan to perform a cytokine screen with a controlled selection of
recombinant murine cytokines from ImmunoTools to identify crucial players in the
intercellular communication during aging of the nervous system. This may help to

understand the interaction of cells of the nervous system and the consequences of
mismatches in cellular communication during aging. This is a relevant topic for
translation since it is possible to tackle nervous system dysfunction by targeting
disrupting cytokines in the elderly with the help of antibodies.
Thereby the announcement of this award was very welcomed by us, as we strive
heavily to better funding and equipment to conduct the research exactly as we intend
to do it. Your tools could give us the opportunity to learn more about the
communication of a great number of different cells playing important roles in the aging
of the nervous system. Since major questions relating this topic are yet not posed and
most existing questions not answered we think this topic is intriguing.
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ImmunoTools special AWARD for Leopold Böhm and Dario-Lucas Helbing
includes 24 reagents
recombinant mouse cytokines: rm Eotaxin, rm G-CSF, rm GM-CSF, rm GRO-a,
rm IFN-g, rm IL-1a, rm IL-1b, rm IL-2, rm IL-4, rm IL-6, rm IL-7, rm IL-9, rm IL-10,
rm IL-13, rm IL-15, rm IL-17a, rm IL-27, rm IP-10, rm LIF, rm MIP-1, rm SDF-1a,
rm SDF-1b, rm SHH, rm TNF-a
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